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ABSTRACT Domestic violence (DV) is a cause of concern due to the threat it poses toward public health
and human rights. There is a need for quick identification of the victims of this condition so that DV crisis
service (DVCS) can offer necessary support in a timely manner. The availability of social media has allowed
DV victims to share their stories and receive support from the community, which opens an opportunity
for DVCS to actively approach and support DV victims. However, it is time consuming and inefficient
to manually browse through a massive number of available posts. This paper adopts deep learning as an
approach for automatic identification of DV victims in critical need. Empirical evidence on a ground truth
data set has achieved an accuracy of up to 94%, which outperforms traditional machine-learning techniques.
The analysis of informative features helps to identify important words which might indicate critical posts in
the classification process. The experimental results are helpful to researchers and practitioners in developing
techniques for identifying and supporting DV victims.

INDEX TERMS Domestic violence, deep learning, feature extraction, machine learning, social media.

I. INTRODUCTION
Domestic Violence (DV) involves violent, abusive or intim-
idating behavior by a partner, or family member to control,
dominate or cause fear to other family member(s) [1]. Due
to the increasing attention to the high prevalence of DV and
its serious consequences on victims’ health issues [2], World
Health Organization has developed some strategies to prevent
and respond to DV [1] that includes: (1) media and advo-
cacy campaigns to raise awareness and the knowledge base,
to promote social and economic empowerment of women. (2)
Early intervention services for at-risk families and increase
access to comprehensive service response to survivors, called
Domestic Violence Crisis Service (DVCS). However, vic-
tims have barriers to access the formal services [3] due to
the victims’ demographic factors such as race, beliefs and
attitudes, income and fear of negative consequences of help-
seeking [4]. This results in underutilization of the specialist
support services over the past several years. Hence, the online
support of DVCS is promoted for safe advertisement of DV
resources, awareness promotion about the need for a com-
passionate to the victims, resource sharing and buddying
between survivors, and non-professional mentoring [3].

In recent years, social-networking platforms (et. Face-
book and Twitter) have exploded as a category of online
discourse [5], which has shown their important role in the dis-
semination of supporting information and providing action-
able situational knowledge during crises situations [6]. DVCS
has been aware of the benefit that the social media platforms
can bring to aid their decision and approach to support victims
of DV. An issue with the posts shared on social media DVCS
is that they are available at large scale, while not all posts are
critically important. For examples, the posts P1−4 in Table 1
are relevant to DV, but they are mainly for promoting aware-
ness, providing advice, or expression of empathy. Such posts
can be treated as ‘‘uncritical’’, as they do not describe a
situation where a person is in danger or need immediate sup-
port. In contrast, the postsP5−7 describe ‘‘critical’’ situations,
where victims may need immediate support from DVCS.
The accurate identification of such critical posts are crucially
important for DVCS to direct their limited resources to sup-
port those in critical need. Manual browsing through a large
amount of online posts is time consuming and inefficient to
identify critical posts. As such, a tool that can filter the online
posts relevant to DV and flag those critical posts is needed.
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TABLE 1. Examples of DV posts and the corresponding intent labels.

The use of online posts to support decision making in
crisis has been investigated in the literature, such as during
natural disasters of floods [7] and earthquakes [8]. By far, no
attempt has been made to develop techniques for identifying
personal crisis due to family disruption or disturbance in case
of DV. The identification of critical posts relevant to DV is
challenging task. The posts are in form of free text, which
is unstructured data. How to represent the textual data for
effective identification of critical posts is itself a critical task.
It is also unknown, which featuresmight provide an important
clue to identify critical posts.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has
either focused on critical post identification from social
media or evaluated Deep Learning and machine learning
techniques against different feature extraction methods for
DV identification. Hence, this paper aims to provide sup-
port for DVCS by introducing an approach to automatically
recognize critical posts on social media platforms. Firstly,
a benchmark data set of online posts with labels, ‘‘critical’’
and ‘‘uncritical’’, is constructed. Textual features are then
extracted from the unstructured textual data for further pro-
cessing. Deep Learning, a modern and advanced machine
learning architecture, is then applied to construct predic-
tion models for automatic identification of critical posts. We
treat the problem of critical post recognition as a binary
text classification task, where a post is classified as ‘‘criti-
cal’’ or ‘‘uncritical’’ based on the textual content.We evaluate
the performance of an introduced approach against various
features for textual data and other traditional machine learn-
ing techniques. Analysis of informative features help to iden-
tify important words, which can distinguish between critical
and uncritical posts. The experiment results and analysis are
beneficial to researchers, who are interested in carrying out
further research in DV based on online social media data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the background on DV, relevant textual features
and machine learning techniques. Section III presents an
approach for critical post recognition for DV. Section IV

provides details on experiments to evaluate our approach with
analysis of the results and discussion. SectionV concludes the
paper and envisages future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND
A. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
DV is one of the leading causes of injury among women
and the problem is pervasive worldwide [9]. The victims
usually suffer not only physical abuse, but also sexual, emo-
tional, and verbal abuse. Both informal and formal support
for victims in an abusive relationships can play a predom-
inant role in improving safety, physical and mental health
outcomes [10], [11]. DVCS were created to provide the com-
binations of the services, such as crisis hotline, counseling,
advocacy, and emergency shelter to DV victims [12]. The
victims found that disclosing their situation and receiving
emotional support is helpful and consequently improves their
mental health [13]. However, the support services are often
not utilized effectively by the victims, because they need to
actively seek such supports. Many victims have chosen not
to contact DVCS groups and disclose their situation due to
barriers in social-economic and religious background [14].

The availability of social media has challenged the notions
of violence as private one [15]. Social media has been used as
a tool to prevent violence by raising awareness through shar-
ing knowledge and bringing stories to the public [16], [17].
The advantages of social media in information dissemina-
tion has been utilized for several applications such as crisis
preparation, response and recovery [5] during disasters such
as flooding [7], earthquake [18], tsunami [19]. However, the
potential benefits of social media in identifying and providing
instant support for DV victims, who are in critical need, have
not been realized.

B. AUTOMATIC TEXT CLASSIFICATION
Automatic labeling online posts as ‘‘critical’’ or ‘‘uncritical’’
is basically a text classification problem. Machine learn-
ing is a popular computational approach, which has been
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adopted into various applications for automatic text classi-
fication. Examples of such applications include sentiment
analysis [20], topic modeling [21]–[25], opinion mining [26],
predicting cyber bullying and online harassment [27], [28],
and crisis response and management during natural disas-
ters [7], [18], [19].

There are two main tasks in text classification, textual
feature extraction and label prediction. The purpose of fea-
ture extraction is to extract significant vocabulary items from
the textual data and represent them in suitable format, that
is required by machine learning algorithms for the further
analysis. Examples of popular textual features include word
n-grams [29], bag-of-opinions [30], syntactic relations [31],
sentiment lexicon features [32], Bag-of-Words (BoW) and
TF-IDF [33], [34]. Some studies place extra efforts to extract
additional information such as user profile features [35],
semantic features [28], psycholinguistic features [36], and
profanity word occurrences [37].

The label prediction task usually involves the training of
learning models on the ground truth labeled data set and
then applying the trained model to classify unlabeled new
data. Some popularly used machine learning techniques are
Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random
Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree(DT), k-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [38], [39]. They have been applied
successfully in emergency situational awareness during nat-
ural disasters and crisis response [40], [41].

In the context of text classification, the performance of
the aforementioned classifiers often rely on the quality of
the features extracted from textual data. Popular features
such as TF-IDF and BoW model are usually ineffective due
to data sparsity and non-semantic representation [34]. They
ignore the word ordering and lose the semantic coherence
information. For example, the terms ‘‘physical violence’’,
‘‘physical abuse’’ and ‘‘physical assault’’ would be treated
as separate features, although they share similar meaning in
the context of DV. Traditional textual features are neither
scalable nor generalize well across different domains. Alter-
native approaches, that are robust in capturing the semantic
coherence of relatedwords, is needed such as the case of Deep
Learning discussed in the next section.

C. APPLICATIONS OF DEEP LEARNING
Deep Learning is a relatively new branch of machine learn-
ing, whose advantage is the ability to automatically extract
intermediate feature representations of raw textual data by
building a hierarchical structure [42]. Deep Learning has
been applied in various Natural Language Processing (NLP)
applications, such as sentence modeling [43], text classifi-
cation [44], and topic categorization [45]. Deep Learning
also plays a tremendous role in various real-time applications
using online social media data, which include the detection
of cyber-bullying and online harassment [46], [47], disaster
response and management [7], [48], online medical guidance
and health prediction [49]–[52] and massive open online
courses forums [53].

There are two primary Deep Learning architectures, Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [44] and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) [54]. Both models take input as
the embedding of words in the text sequence, and gener-
ate the real-valued and continuous feature vector for the
words. CNNs have been applied in sentence-level sentiment
classification and question classification [43], [44], which
show advanced performance over traditional machine learn-
ing techniques (SVM, MaxEnts). Similarly, RNNs are imple-
mented to model the text sequence and achieved improved
performance for multi-task learning [55]. The improved ver-
sion of RNNs such as Long Short-Term Memory networks
(LSTMs) [56], Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [57], and Bidi-
rectional LSTMs (BLSTMs) [58] are widely used in NLP
applications due to their long-range dependencies and storing
historical information over time.

Deep learning techniques have applied to detect hateful vs
non-hateful speech posts regarding racism and sexism [46],
[47], informative vs non-informative posts in natural disaster
response application [7], [48]. However, no attempt has been
made to investigate the potential of Deep Learning in appli-
cations of DV context. This paper aims to address the chal-
lenges in domestic violence crisis identification by adopting
Deep Learning techniques for the classification problem of
‘‘critical’’ and ‘‘uncritical’’ online posts.

III. METHODOLOGY
This section presents our approach to critical post identi-
fication, which consists of five stages: 1) Data Extraction:
2) Data Labeling; 3) Feature Extraction; 4) Model Construc-
tion; 5) Performance Evaluation. Their details are described
in the following subsections.

A. DATA EXTRACTION
Our approach is designed for identifying online critical posts,
thus the main source for data extraction is social media
platforms. We use Facebook as an example to describe the
data extraction process, since Facebook is one popular social
media with around 2 billion users worldwide and ranked first
among the top 15 social networking sites [59]. According
to [60], emotional support in online context complements
the emotional support received in off-line contexts. Facebook
users are benefited by receiving support-based needs (emo-
tional and informational support), due to the ease of sharing
with the wide range of people through DVCS. Thus, we col-
lected the posts from pages, that discuss the range of DV
issues, through Facebook Graph API1 with the search term of
‘‘Domestic Violence and Domestic Abuse’’. Considering the
ethical concern, we collected from the open pages rather than
closed and secret pages. The benefit of Facebook Graph API
is that researcher can develop applications to detect new posts
about DV in real-time, which can support DVCS in quickly
identifying DV victims. Please be noted that only publicly
available data on Facebook are extracted, which comply with

1https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
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the privacy policy of Facebook. The identity of individuals
included in the collected data set are not disclosed in this
paper.

B. DATA LABELING
Our next stage is to label the collected posts as
‘‘critical’’ or ‘‘uncritical’’ to construct a benchmark data for
evaluating the proposed approach. The posts were manually
examined by human scorers independently. If the content of
a post was found to describe a critical situation or a situation
where a victim indicates the need for help (eg. posts P5−7
in Table 1), the post is labeled as ‘‘critical’’. Otherwise, it is
labeled as ‘‘uncritical’’. Posts that contain only hyper-links
are treated as irrelevant and discarded from further process-
ing. There is some borderline posts, which may be perceived
differently by different human scorers. For example, the post
‘‘I’ve been there as DV victim. I conquered, I lost my child,
I rose up, I walked away, I won that battle scar.’’ can be treated
as ‘‘critical’’, because it implies that victim needs emotional
support, as the child was lost. Other scorer may perceive this
post as ‘‘uncritical’’, because he/she reasons that the victim
has already battled the situation and that post conveys an
aspiration message to stay strong rather than describing a
critical situation. The limited context from these posts makes
it difficult to interpret fully, and may causes discrepancy in
human annotation. As such, only posts that were scored with
the same label by all scorers are kept in a benchmark data
set for evaluating the Deep Learning algorithms in the later
stages.

C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The next stage is to extract features to mathematically
describe the characteristics of the data set based onWord2Vec
model. The vectors are learnt in such a way that words
have similar meanings will have nearby representations in
the vector space. Thus, this model overcomes the limi-
tations of the traditional text feature representation tech-
niques such as non-semantic representation and data sparsity.
Word2Vec model is the more expressive text representa-
tion form, where the relationship between words are highly
preserved.

More specifically, Word2Vec takes a textual data as input
and each word in the vocabulary is projected as a low dimen-
sional, real-valued and continuous vector, also known asword
embedding [61] in the high dimensional space. Suppose an
input post is denoted as P = {x1, x2...xn}, where xi is an indi-
vidual word token in the postP.We initially transform it into a
feature space by mapping each word token xi ∈ P to an index
of embedding matrix L. Thus, the word embedding matrix
is represented as Lx ∈ RD×|V |, where D is the dimensional
word vector and |V | is vocabulary size. L can be randomly
initialized from a uniform distribution or pre-trained from
text corpus with embedding learning algorithms [62], [63].
In simple terms, themathematical equation represents that the
embedding matrix L to be built for each index of the unique
tokens in the vocabulary set. We used the latter strategy to

make better use of semantic and grammatical associations
of words, that is already pre-trained on large external cor-
pus such as Google’s Word2Vec [62] and Twitter’s crawl of
GloVe [63] for our intent classification task.

D. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
This stage constructs the prediction model for critical post
recognition. We adopt five Deep Learning models for our
task, namely:
• CNNs: We adopt the CNNs architecture as described
in [45] and used for our approach. Its first layer is called
the embedding layer, which extracts the most infor-
mative n-grams features and stores the word embed-
dings for each word. Convolutional layer of CNNs has
varying number of computation units, with each unit
represents an n-gram (also known as region size) from
the input text. Suppose the vocabulary includes V =
‘hope’,‘I’,‘was’,‘abused’,‘love’, there is a post P = ‘‘I
was abused’’. In case, the region size is set to 1. The
post P is represented as word embedding features [0 1
0 0 0 | 0 0 1 0 0 | 0 0 0 1 0], which is equivalent to
Unigram approach. If the region size is set to 2, the post
P is represented as [0 1 1 0 0 | 0 0 1 1 0] for the pairs
of words ‘I was’ and ‘was abused’. This is equivalent
to the Bigram approach. Given the variable sizes of the
convolutional layer outputs, the pooling layer transforms
the previous convolutional representation into a higher
level of abstract view and produce fixed size output.
Finally, the dense layer takes the combinations of pro-
duced feature vectors as input and makes prediction for
corresponding post. When the consecutive words are
given as input, CNNs can learn the embedding of text
regions internally, which captures the semantic coher-
ence information in the text.

• RNNs: The RNNs architectures described in [54] is
adopted into our approach. RNNs handle a variable-
length sequence input by having loops called recurrent
hidden state, which captures the information from pre-
vious states. At each time stamp, it receives an input
and updates the hidden state. The advantage of RNNs is
that the hidden state integrates information over previous
time stamps.

• LSTMs, GRUs and BLSTMs: LSTMs [56], GRUs [57]
and BLSTMs [58] are improved version of RNNs. The
core idea behind LSTMs are memory units, which main-
tain historical information over time, and the non-linear
gating units regulating the information flow. GRUs are
basically, an LSTMs with two gates, whereas LSTMs
has three gates. GRUs merges the input and forget gates
into one unit, named as ‘‘update gate’’. BLSTMs con-
sists of two LSTMs, that integrates the long periods
of contextual information from both forward and back-
ward directions at a specific time frame. This enables
the hidden state to store both the historical and future
information. Thus LSTMs, GRUs and BLSTMs are the
state-of-the-art semantic composition models for the
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text classification task and learn long-term dependencies
between the words in a sequence, without keeping
redundant information.

The models are trained on feature sets extracted from the
constructed data set, so that they can be used to predict the
posts as critical or uncritical. In order to examine and compare
the prediction performance of the models, we adopt several
evaluation measures as presented in the next subsection.

E. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The last stage is to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed approach to identifying critical posts in relevant to
DV. We adopt Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and Accuracy
as evaluation metrics of our classifier. These metrics have
been used widely in various works to evaluate classifier per-
formance [7], [47], [48], which is suitable for our problem
of critical post identification. Since, only one data set is
constructed for critical and uncritical posts identification, we
adopt k-fold cross validation approach for the evaluation.
The collected data set is randomly divided into k partitions,
where one partition is reserved as test set while the others
are combined into a training set. The procedure is repeated
k times for different test sets, whose results are averaged to
indicate an overall performance.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
We start with data collection, where online posts are extracted
from Facebook user pages with the keywords ‘‘domestic
violence’’ and ‘‘domestic abuse’’ using its GraphAPI. A large
number of posts and comments were returned. The next step
was to label the posts as ‘‘critical’’ and ‘‘uncritical’’ to con-
struct a benchmark data set for evaluating the performance of
the proposed approach. Since, the labeling process was done
manually which is time consuming; we randomly selected a
subset of the returned Facebook posts for benchmark data
construction. We excluded the posts containing only hyper-
links or having less than three words, as they are unlikely to
describe a DV situation. The remaining posts are labeled by
three research students, under the supervision of a consul-
tant psychiatrist dealing with DV and gender related issues
in psychiatric illness, anxiety and depressive illness. The
involvement of the domain expert is necessary to ensure the
quality of the labeled data set.We usedKappa coefficient [64]
to validate the inter-rater reliability of the human scorers. The
achieved degree of agreement was reasonably high at 0.85.
Only posts that have consistent labels by all scorers were
included in the final data set. We arrive with 750 posts with
label ‘‘critical’’ and 1310 posts with label ‘‘uncritical’’. This
is a data set with considerable size, considering no previous
work on identifying DV victims in critical needs from social
media data was carried out.

Several experiments were performed to evaluate the per-
formance of the introduced approach using Deep learning,
namely:

(a) Accuracy Evaluation:We evaluate the performance of
five Deep Learning models, CNNs, RNNs, LSTMs,
GRUs andBLSTMs on the constructed benchmark data
set. Additional experiments using traditional machine
learning techniques, NB, SVM, RF, LR, and DT are
also carried out for comparison purpose. We compared
the performance of classifiers using various evaluation
metrics such as Precision, Recall, F-Measure andAccu-
racy.

(b) Hyper-parameters Evaluation: The performance of
Deep Learning models can be influenced by their
associated hyper-parameters, such as pre-trained word
embeddings, selection of optimizer, dropout rate, num-
ber of recurrent units, and number of LSTM mem-
ory units or convolution filters. Thus, we carried out
experiments with various hyper-parameters to examine
their influence to the classification performance. Since,
training and tuning a neural network can be time con-
suming [65], [66], some of the most important parame-
ters, based on the study by Reimers and Gurevych [67]
were selected for evaluation.

(c) Semantic Coherence Analysis: We first examine some
important words that may help to distinguish posts
belonging to different classes. Then, we examine the
semantic composition of the textual features generated
by word embedding. The analysis demonstrates the
ability to capture semantic meanings between words
results in better prediction performance for the Deep
Learning models.

In the above experiment, the features for Deep Learning
model was extracted using pre-trainedWord2Vecmodels.We
used the pre-trainedmodels on two different data sets, Google
News [62] and general Twitter posts [63], to examine the
robustness of the algorithms. Word2Vec features trained on
Google news includes 300 dimensional vectors for a vocabu-
lary of 3 million words and phrases that trained on roughly
100 billion words. Word2Vec features trained on Twitter
posts includes 300 dimensional vectors for a vocabulary set
of 2.2 million words and phrases that trained on roughly
840 billion words. Thus, for both feature sets, each word
is represented by a vector of word embedding containing
D = 300 dimensions. The first layer of the models is the
embedding layer that computes the index mapping for all the
words in the vocabulary, and then convert into dense vectors
of fixed size by parsing the pre-trained embedding. The next
layers contain 128 memory cells, which is popularity used
in various applications [67]. The models were trained up to
50 epochs and implemented using Keras [68].

For the traditional class models, we used TF-IDF and
BoW features, because they have been widely used in vari-
ous text classification applications. We considered 3 differ-
ent cases of preprocessing for these features, which include
(a) stop-words removal only; (b) stemming only; (c) both
stop-words removal and stemming, because, the traditional
machine learning techniques may produce different results
with different settings. Average numbers of words in a post
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TABLE 2. Accuracy of machine learning classifiers with different word
settings.

before pre-processing, after stop-words removal and after
stemming are 155, 71 and 151 respectively. For Deep Learn-
ing models, the pre-processing is not carried out, because
Deep Learning models process the sequence of words in the
order they appear. Stop-words might hold valuable informa-
tion that could be leveraged. Words are preserved in their
original form without stemming, as they can represent dif-
ferent context (e.g., the words ‘abusive’, ‘abuser’, ‘abuse’
are context dependent). We use default parameters settings
as in WEKA to evaluate the traditional classifiers. For the
Deep Learning models, Nadam optimizer is used. Batch size
was set to 32 posts, as the dataset size was moderate. Relu
activation function and recurrent units set to 128 was used.

B. PREDICTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The machine learning algorithms were applied to the con-
structed data set. Since, a single data set were constructed
for evaluation, we partitioned the data into training and test
sets following 10-fold cross validation approach to measure
the performance of the algorithms. We first evaluated the
traditional classifiers with different word settings to identify
the best setting for comparing with the deep learning classi-
fiers. Due to space limitation, only overall accuracy is shown
in Table 2. The results indicate that the traditional classifiers
achieved the best performance with stemming only setting.
In the context of DV crisis identification, some stop-words
could be helpful to distinguish critical and non-critical posts.
We used the stemming only setting for traditional classifiers
to compare with other Deep Learning techniques. Evalua-
tion metrics, precisions, recall, and accuracy were computed,
as shown in Table 3. In general, Deep Learning models,
except for RNNs, achieved better performance than tradi-
tional machine learning techniques, as indicated by higher
evaluation metrics, that showed lower performance. RNNs
achieved lower performance among all Deep Learning Mod-
els and probably due to the problem of vanishing gradients.
Given a long sequence, information of initial sequence fades
away as the new sequences are fed into the networks of

TABLE 3. Evaluation metrics of classification models.

RNNs. Nevertheless, such limitation of RNNs seems to be
overcome by its later versions LSTMs, GRUs and BLSTMs.
These models can capture long term dependencies efficiently,
which is suitable for dealing with sequential textual data. The
Deep Learning models appear to achieve better performance
with GloVe than with Word2Vec. With Word2Vec embed-
ding, LSTMs achieved best performance of 93.08%. With
the GloVe embedding, LSTMs, GRUs and BLSTMs achieved
relatively similar accuracy of more than 94%, which is better
than all other algorithms.

C. HYPER-PARAMETERS EVALUATION
We first evaluated the performance of the Deep Learning
models with respect to training epochs. Ideally, the more
training epochs would result in well-trained and stable mod-
els. However, Deep Learning models often take a long time
to run. Setting high number of training epochs would result
in significant and unnecessary costs. Figure 1 shows the
accuracy of the Deep Learning models on the two feature
sets (Word2Vec and GloVe) with respect to various training
epochs. The models appear to converge faster on GloVe
features set than on Word2Vec feature set. With Word2Vec
embedding (Figure 1a), the accuracy of Deep Learning mod-
els fluctuated at the beginning and then become stable at their
performance after 30 epochs on average. With GloVe embed-
ding (Figure 1b), most models become stable after 20 to 23
epochs, except RNNs. Thus, Deep Learning models attained
the optimal accuracy and consistency in learning rate, in min-
imal training epochs with respect to GLoVe embedding.

Next, we evaluated the performance of Deep Learn-
ing models with different hype-parameters settings, includ-
ing optimizer, batch size, number of recurrent units, and
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FIGURE 1. Accuracy of Deep Learning models at different epoches. (a) Word2Vec. (b) GloVe.

activation function. We focused on evaluating GRUs and
LSTMs, as they achieved highest performance as shown in
the previous sections. The accuracies with 10-fold cross val-
idation are shown in Table 4.

Among the optimizers, SGD is quite sensitive with the
learning rate and it failed in many instances to converge.
On the other hand, Nadam, RMSProp and Adam produced
stable results of more than 91%. With respect to batch size,
the mini-batch size of 1 produced poor accuracy. How-
ever, the algorithm achieved relatively good performance for
batch size of 8 or more. Higher batch size value does not
increase the performance of the models. Very big batch size
of 256 seems to slightly decrease the conformance. The algo-
rithm was also evaluated with different activation functions,
including relu, sigmoid, softmax and softplus. The choice
of activation function does not influence the performance of
the algorithms as indicated by similar accuracies for both
algorithms. Similarly, the number of recurrent units does
not have any influence on their performance. Even though,
the standard setting of 128 recurrent units appear to result in
slightly better performance than other settings.

D. SEMANTIC COHERENCE ANALYSIS
This section first examines the data sets to identify important
words that helps distinguish critical from uncritical posts. We
computed the support of each word in their corresponding
class, which reflects their likelihood of occurrence. The dif-
ference in the supports of each word between two classes
are computed, and the words having highest differences are
reported in Table 5. Z-test with p − value ≤ 0.05 were
performed to verify statistical significant of the difference.

In the DV corpus, stop-words such as linguistic dimensions
(I, she, he, my, him) and time oriented tenses (was, is, were)
are more associated with critical posts. We may understand
that, when the victims or survivors post about their abusive
experience, they use more past tense (was, were). ‘‘She, he’’
notions are often used to refer the abusive partners. ‘‘I, me,
my’’ are often used by the victims to express their sufferings.

TABLE 4. Accuracy of GRUs and LSTMs with different parameters settings.

Example posts are: (1) I am a survivor of DV and rape. I really
need help right now. I was in a relationship with a man for
8 years. (2) He was cheating on her. When she confronted
him, he hurts her. He is just an evil and greedy man.

Besides, the words year, abuse, time’’ are most likely
to occurred in critical class than uncritical class with large
differences. Those words usually appear in critical post, when
victim made a post online to seek help from DVCS groups.
The post content usually mentions about the victim was in
an abusive relationship for the number of years, and when
the last time the violence has happened. An example of such
post is: (He abused me for 5 years and each time he does
something to scare me). Many posts mentioned about the
context of the abusive incident, which is with the presence of
their child/children, and sometimes, the child is also a victim.
Thus, many critical posts contained the word ‘‘child’’.
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TABLE 5. Words have significant difference of occurrence likelihood
between classes.

Theword ‘‘husband’’ appears more in critical posts as male
partner violence is predominant. Many posts mentioned that
husband is abusive. Similarly, the word ‘‘friend’’ is used often
in critical posts. Some posts mentioned that the victims called
friend for help when the violence occurred, or sometimes
male friend is mentioned as the abusive person in the posts.
The words ‘‘night’’ describes the time of abusive incident,
which is usually represented at night times. The abuse is
either physical or sexual assault.

The words ‘‘leave, love, control, fear, kill’’ often occur in
posts that represent the emotion of the victims and explaining
the reason they want to stay or leave the relationship. An
example of such posts is: (I live in fear every night, that he will
kill me and finally I decided to leave him). When the victim
seeks legal support or guidance in critical situation, the words
‘‘police and court’’ usually occur in the posts.

We noticed that the words ‘‘domestic, violence, abuse’’
have high support in both critical class and uncritical class.
Because, these terms domestic violence and domestic abuse
are commonly used in difference context in relation to

FIGURE 2. Correlation of sample words.

domestic violence. They are often used in uncritical posts to
create awareness messages such as (lets spread the word on
domestic violence against women, please share this page with
your friends.)

Although, the words presented in Table 5, highlighted
some difference between critical and uncritical posts, solely
relying on term frequency may not be effective in automatic
classification of the posts. Because, some words are often
used to gather and share similar meaning such as domestic,
violence, abuse. The classification model should account
for their semantic relationships rather than treating them as
separate words as in the traditional features of Bag of Words
and TF-IDF.

Fortunately, the word embedding features used in Deep
Learning could be able to address this issue. Note that, each
word is represented by a vector feature of 300-dimensions
that captures its semantic meaning.Words with similar mean-
ing would have similar vector features. In other words,
vector features of similar words are highly correlated with
each other. As a demonstration, we visualize the correlation
between the embedding vector features for some sample
words using a heat map in Figure 2. We can see that, there
is a strong correlation between the word abuse and words
violence, harassment or assault. There is a low correlation
between words having difference meanings, such as love
versus assault, bruises or pain. The word embedding features
could be able to account for such relationship, which explain
the higher performance of Deep Learning models in compar-
ison with the traditional models.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an approach for critical post identi-
fication using Deep Learning. The contributions of this work
are: (1) A benchmark dataset was constructed from Face-
book posts made by DV victims, with labels for critical and
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uncritical posts; (2) We evaluated the performance of the
various Deep Learning models in comparison with other tra-
ditional methods and with different parameter settings on DV
critical post identification task. Due to the use of word embed-
ding features, Deep Learning models (except for RNNs)
achieved better performance than traditional models. The best
setting for critical post identification of DV dataset is GloVe
word embedding andGRUsmodel, with theNadamoptimizer
and batch size of 32. Although, GRUs achieved the highest
prediction rates in our experiments, other models CNNs,
LSTMs and BLSTMs also achieved relatively high perfor-
mance. Thus, Deep Learning models were demonstrated as
promising to be adopted for developing practical solutions to
identify the critical posts to support DV victims in critical
needs. The analysis of the word occurrences also highlighted
some context when and where DV take place. Future work,
can consider classifying the posts into different DV context
so that better detection of critical posts can be achieved and
appropriate corresponding support can be provided to DV
victims.

Despite the achieved results and findings, our work has
several limitations. Namely, the data set used in the experi-
ments was not at a big scale due to the labor-intensive job of
manually labeling the posts. We currently recognized the crit-
ical post identification was mainly evaluated for posts from
Facebook. Other social media platforms such as Twitter and
Reddit can be considered in the future studies. Application
for real-time critical post identification can be considered
in the future so that instance support to DV victims can be
provided. A novel algorithm for feature extraction or Deep
Learning technique was not proposed in this paper. Because,
our primary focus is to evaluate the existing state of the art
features and Deep Learning algorithms on the new research
problem of critical and uncritical post identification. Never-
theless, the results and findings are valuable in guiding the
future works on DV crisis identification.
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